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Introduction

The aim of the following paper is to be wilfully polemical,hoping therebyto encourage critical reflection and questioning of what seem to m e some very problematic
assumptions underpinning many studies of science and technology in the political
economy of colonial and postcolonial development in the lesser developed countries
of Latin America,Asia and Africa.
There is today a vast and critical literatureon the accomplishmentsand failings of
Green Revolution.It focuseson the relationship between technical innovationsto raise
the productivity of agriculturalproducersin the lesserdeveloped countries,chiefly high
yielding rice,wheat,and maize varieties,and the distribution of their costs and bene
fits.The main criticism is that the introduction of these high yielding varieties,and the
concomitantchanges in agronomic practices,were directly responsiblefor increasing
both the disparities between the wealthiest and poorest local producers,and the economic dependenceof these lesserdeveloped countrieson the more developed countries
exporting the technical capacitiesand material required to establish these innovations.
This assessmenthas been translated into a view of science and technology for economic developmentas bolstering neocolonial relationshipsbetween thesetwo groups
of countries.This view has found much support among historians interested in the
relationship between science and imperialism.During the past three decades,they
have focused much attention on the emergencein the imperialoutpostsof Great Britain,
France,United Statesand elsewhere,of distinctlyimperial sciences(I). This claim to a
distinct nature is based on the observationsthat medical and agricultural programmes
forthe empirewere characterised by a problemaientated,vertically integrated approach,
which encompassed a very limited definition of socio-economicproblems favouring
the political agenda of the imperialpowers.This,these historians sometimes argue,is
an importantcause of present rural poverty and iil-health.
My main objection isthattheseviews on scienceand socio-economicdevelopment
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in the colonialand postcolonial periphery beg a number of questionsabout the nature
of metropolitan science and connected historical experiences.By drawing attention to
these questions,I wish to argue that if work on imperial or neocolonial sciencewere
more explicitly comparative,the contrast between,on the one hand, science for the
colonial and postcolonial periphery and,on the other,science in the North American
and European metropoles,would have to be seriously reconsidered.I will begin to do
so by firstturning,ironically,to the evolution of socalled "appropriatetechnologies"to
replace and avoid the problems linked to the agronomic technologies of the Green
Revolution,to illustrate how deeply embedded are the assumptions underlying this
contrast between the colonial (orpostcolonial)and metropolitan experiences.

S c i i in he CdOMal Context
Until the 1960s there existed in both Great Britain and France a set of institutions
especially dedicated to agriculturalwork in the colonialor formerly colonialpossessions
of these two countries,such as,for example,the ImperialCollege of Tropical Agriculture,
and the Institut d'Enseignement et de Recherches Tropicales(2).These institutions
were also quite distinctfrom organisationsforagriculturalwork in the British and French
metropoles by enjoying separate sources of funding, namely the Colonial Research
Council and the Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique d'Outre Mer. More
significantly,Daniel Headrick has suggested,in his grand study of science and imperial
development,thatthese institutionswere particularly notable fortheir unrelenting effOrts
to transform indigenous modes of agricultural production and develop export agricultural economies in British,French and Dutch imperial possessions (3).This,Thomas
Eisemon and others have suggested,meant thatthe emphasiswas on single commoThisview isfurthersustainedby Christophe
ditiesand associated agronomic problems (4).
Bonneuil's and Norman Simmonds'more detailed histories of French and British colonial
agricultural research (5).It also echoes Michael Worboys' views on a distinctive intellectual organisation of tropical medicine,which focused on the vectors of disease and
paid,thereby,very little attention to any of its broader social dimensions (6).
It is important,however,to recognise firstly that these historical analyses have
encompassed and reflected the views of policy-makersin the metropoles,and that,
actually, local experiences might have been quite different from those envisaged or
expected by the metropolitan policy-makers(7).Secondly,it is clear that from the late
1930s,even these policymakers' plans,especially those for agricultural development
in the British colonialdomain,and perhaps to a lesser extent those for the French one
as well,were far more complex.There was a very definite dual approach,emphasising,on the one hand,the development of crops for export to the imperial metropolis,
and,on the other hand,problems offood production forindigenouspopulations (8).The
latter was perhaps one aspect of a broader effort to promote the general welfare of
these populations and thus supportthe formeractivity againstthe kind of social unrest
which had rocked the British West Indies in 1938.Greater attention began to be paid
to the social implications of programmes to transform indigenous modes of food
production,sometimes by calling,in the typically technocratic fashion of the day,on
the technical expertise of social as well as agricultural scientists(9).Modern British
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anthropology owesa great deal of its institutionalexpansionto efforts during the 1930s
and '40sto promote the socioeconomic development of Africa.
The mostarticulateinstitutionalexpressionofthis broader approachto socioeconomic
developmentwere the Community Developmentprogrammes established during the
1950s by a new generation of vocally anticolonial British experts in the problems of
postcolonial development (10).Aided by the Ford Foundation,the British land,later,
American)proponentsof Community Developmentsoughtto integrate lessonsdrawn
frommetropolitan adulteducation programmes during the inter-waryears,and the selfhelp programmes developed at the same time by the nationalist movement in India.
Educationand the involvementof localcommunitieswere seenas essential prerequisites
foran effective transfer of agriculturaland sanitarytechnologies,and forthe consequent
transformation of indigenous modes of social organisation and economic production.
Science for Development
By the early 1960s,Community Development programmes were being strongly

criticised by both governmentalagenciesforforeignassistance and the recipientgovernments.The former,and especially the United States Agency for International
Development,which had become by the late 1950s the major patron of programmes
of technical assistance for the economic development,were divided between those
who supported the broadly sociological approach of Community Development
programmes,and those like the American economistTheodore Schultz,author of the
very influential TransformingTraditionalAgriculture (1 9641,who believed that programmes
for development should focus firstly on enhancing agricultural productivity because
institutionalchange would anyway follow quite automatically in its wake.Recipient
governments also lost interest in Community Development programmes,ostensibly
because they had failed to produce the desired economicchange.
TheAgency forInternationalDevelopmentsoon abandoned Community Development
programmes,and turned very successfully to enhancing the productivity of agricultural
producers by providingthem with improved crop varieties and the wherewithalto make
the most of them.The struggling agricultural economies of Pakistan,India and the
Philippinesquickly became fully self-sufficientones (1 1). This success provided the impe
tusforthe evolution of an internationalsystem foragriculturalresearchin the lesser developed countriesunderthe guidance of the Consultative Groupfor InternationalAgricultural
Research (12).While there was some limited inputfrom British scientistsand British institutions such as the Leverhulme Trust,the agenda of this organisation was largely dominated by American scientistswhose outlook was closeto Theodore Schultz's (13).The
French,instead,did notfigure very prominently at all in the activities of the Consultative
Group,even though the emphasis on the seed as essential vehicle of transformation
seemsto have been favouredquite early on in the centuiy by agricultural scientistsconcerned with the socialand economic development of the French colonial domains (14).
In the early 1970s,the Green Revolution promoted by the ConsultativeGroup was
severely criticised by a number of authors.While most critics recognised that it had
enhanced quite considerably the agricultural output of a number of Asian countries,
they pointed out that the Green Revolution also resulted in severe social dislocation
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both there and in Latin America. In Africa it seemed to achieve very little at all. Since
efficient use of the new crop varieties produced by the internationalagricultural research
system entailed the creation of irrigation schemes,as well as heavy use of agrochemical
and mechanical inputs,this programme,the critics argued,favoured larger and better
capitalised farmers. Furthermore,in the process of increasing these farmers' productive efficiency,the Green Revolution also created an increasingly larger pool of surplus
labour with no avenue for employment,either rural or industrial (15).Lastly, more radical political economists,such as SamirAmin and Alain De Janvry,argued that the Green
Revolution had failed to change either the relationships between different national
economic sectors and groups, or between the lesser and more developed countries.
According to them,without such institutional and political change, technical innovation
was useless and the lesser developed countries would never become either fully economically developed or truly politically independent (16).Science for development came
then to be seen as intrinsically neocolonialistwith all its imposition of technical solutions
for essentially social problems.
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One response to the debates surrounding the Green Revolution was the idea that
programmes of technical assistance for the lesser developed countries should strive
to develop technologies that were more appropriate to the needs of small producers.
A frequent complaint about the Green Revolution was that it depended on technical
input from American scientists who were not permanently based in the hosting countries,
but were instead temporarily seconded from Land Grant Universities on projects funded
by institutions such as the Agency for International Development. Under these
circumstances, it was believed,these scientists could have but very little understanding of the full complexitiesof agricultural production in the lesser developed countries,
where small producers still played a critical economic role, and, thus,produced inevitably technologiesthat were ill-suitedto the latter's needs (17).Many of those experts
in problems of development sympathetic to the anticapitalist and anti-technological
philosophy outlined in Erich Schumacher's Smallis Beautiful (1 9731,argued,in response
to this situation, that only technologies designed in a more democratic fashion than
was the case within the sphere of the Consultative Group for InternationalAgricultural
Research would reach the small farmers who had failed to reap any benefits of the
Green Revolution (181.Thelatter,they claimed,had to be actively involved in the process
of technical change.
Robert Chambers' and Paul Richards' ideas,as outlined in Rural Development(1 983)
and IndigenousAgricultural Revolution (19851,provide useful foci for a close examination of the assumptions underlying this appropriate technology perspective.Unlike the
critiques based on considerations of political economy,which suggest that:the poverty
of indigenous agricultural producers is a symptom of their unfavourable political position,Chambers and Richards tend to view traditional societies,firstly,as organised in a
manner efficiently adapted to the prevailing natural and socioeconomic environment (1 9).
Furthermore,following John Ford's work on trypanosomiasis,they argue that the cause
of the observed rural poverty is that these traditional modes of social organisation and
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economicproduction were disrupted by colonial and neo-colonial effOrts that were il!suited to the peculiarities of the tropical environment.They then move on to claim,
secondly,that under their special environmental circumstances indigenous producers
will not seek to increase their agricultural output by adopting the costly technologies
offered by the Consultative Groupfor InternationalAgricultural Research.However,they
willaltertheir modes of production if offered low-inputtechnologiesthat bring together
traditionalknowledgeand the metropolitan scientificinsightinto both the efficiency and
lacunae of this knowledge(20).Interestingly,Richards locates himself in a long tradition
of British,ecologically minded development experts who have sought to reinterpret
traditional modes of production in ecological terms to establish thereby its scientific
merits (andthereby also establish forthem a legitimateplace in programmes forsocioeconomic development). Moreover,his recommendations echo these same experts'
suggestionsduring the 1940sthat it was preferable to help primitive,unskilled indige
nous agriculturalproducersto improve traditionaltools,such as the hoe and oxdrawn
plough,before teaching them how to use a mechanical cultivatorbecause it was more
appropriateto the indigenouspeoples'culturalendowment (21).The technologiesdeveloped in this framework proposed by Richards and Chambers are those often discussed with great approval in the various publications produced by the Intermediate
Technology DevelopmentGroup established by Schumacher during the early 1970s.
Why is it, however,that these traditional societies have been able in the past to
adaptvery effectivelyto their changing environment,but must now awaitthe technical
innovations proposed by the IntermediateTechnology Development Group? (22)It
seems thatfor all their discourse of opposition to the productionist,vertically-integrated
approach promoted during Green Revolution by the Consultative Group,the appropriate
technologyapproach is strikinglysimilarto that proposed by Theodore Schultzand his
followers in the ConsultativeGroup:externally generated technical change will drive
the institutionalchangesdesired by alltheseexternaldonors and their local allies,namely
the transitionfrom a precapitalist socialorganisation (orat leastfrom small scale,local
agrarian capitalism)to a modern capitalistorder,fully integrated intothe global economy.
In fact,this philosophical agreement was cemented during the 1980sby the incorporation ofthe appropriatetechnology approach intothe agenda ofthe Consultative Group.
The global perspectives on rural social and technical modernisation motivating the
latter's Integrated Rural Developmentprogrammes,aswell as itslaterFarming Systems
Research approach,seek a balance between,on the one hand,the explicitly productionist approachesthat characterised the Green Revolution and,on the other hand,the
need to reabsorb into the rural economy the impoverished surplus labour created by
the former approach by providing these unemployed with opportunities to earn some
small incomethrough low-inputcottage industries(23).
Technical Change and Socil Transfomiaiion
The proponents of appropriatetechnologies,as well as the scientistsassociated
with the Consultative Group for InternationalAgricultural Research,seem then to assume
thatthere isaway to increase the economic productivity of socialorganisations without
fundamentallydisrupting them (24).However,technical change aims to,and always
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entails,change in the relationships between adopters,capital,and labour;in other
words,as social historians of scienceand technology have been arguing over the past
twenty years,it must always be accompanied by social change.More significantly,the
notion of the inappropriateness of the Green Revolution begs questions about the
appropriateness of its underlying philosophy in the metropolitan context.Was the role
of technical change in metropolitan experience,however,so different from,and any
more socially unproblematicthan that in the lesser developed countries?
There is an abundant literaturewhich suggeststhat changes in agricultural modes
of production,as well as the emergence of metropolitan national organisationsforagriculturalresearch,was shaped by alliances of agriculturaland industrialelites,represented
by governmental organisations,seeking to rein in the centrifugal tendencies of rural
society.In Great Britain,for example,agricultural productivity was greatly expanded
during the eighteenth century by institutional reforms and subsequentchangesin technical aspects of production whose social cost in terms of increased rural poverty was
enormous.The growth of landless,unemployed labour with no chance for escape was
not fundamentally dissimilar from the modern experience of agricultural producers in
the lesser developed countries.Moreover,it could be argued that this disruption was
fundamentally important for industrialisation,by creating the large pool of unemployed
labour needed to fuel the workshops of Manchester (25).It also seems rather significantthat the stronglytechnocraticapproach of British agricultural scientiststrained in
the colonial and postcolonial context,during the 1940sand O OS, could be exported
back to the post-imperialmetropoliswithout too much trouble.This suggestsan essential
congruence between the models deployed to solve the problems of post-warBritish
agricultureand those for the lesser developed countries.
In France,there is good evidencethatthe plansfor afforestationand forestmanagement under the Ancien Régime paid very little regard for any possible social impact on
local populations (26).More significantly,a wide array of centresfor agriculturalresearch
was slowly established during the late nineteenth century against a background of
strugglesto bring rural society within the scopeof a growing capitalist,industrial order,
struggles which Eugen Weber has compared to a form of metropolitan imperial
expansion (27).Similarly,in the United States,the firstscientificsurveysduring the early
nineteenth century to more fully assess the nation's natural wealth were organised in
a fashion very similarto that of contemporary European imperial expansion acrossAsia
and Africa,and at a great costfor indigenouspopulations.Furthermore,the emergence
of a national system for agricultural research,during the late nineteenth century and
the first decades of the twentieth,was a response of Progressive industrialists and
agriculturalproducersto the increasing restivenessof those farmerswho had displaced
the vanquished indigenous populations,as the latter faced the costs of integrating
American agriculture into a fully capitalist mode of production (28).Contrary to Robert
Chambers and Paul Richards,there were winners and losersthere too,and the earliest
advocates of the institutional organisation of American agricultural science were fully
conscious of this.Just as in the lesser developed countries today,they were tied to
the interests of the most progressive farmers;the stratificationof society in the lesser
developed countrieswhich soworries these development experts was an intrinsic part
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of the metropolitan experience as well (291.Interestingly,the recovery of this history of
exogenously generated,sociallydisruptive technologies coincided with debatesduring
the 1960sand '70sover both the place of science,technology and modern agriculture
in American society,and the problems of the Green Revolution.
In all these metropolitan contexts,it is not easy to characterisegenerally the approach
to the disciplining of rural society into new modes of production as either horizontally
or vertically integrated because itwas a mixture of both,with greater or lesser emphasis
on one or the other depending on the exact specificities of context.They are not very
useful analytical categories.More significantly,the appeal to technologiesdeveloped
and deployed atthe grass-rootlevel as somehow less sociallydisruptive must be care
fully assessed against this assimilating perspective.For example,it is very tempting to
view the "barefoot doctors" of China as models for the development of programmes
of rural change more appropriateto the lesser developed countries than those of the
Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (30).Yet,the literature on
these doctors'metropolitan counterparts,such as the Officiersde Santé in nineteenth
century France,or health visitors in twentieth century Great Britain,suggeststhat they
were quite powerful (and resisted)agentsof socialdisciplining (31).This intrinsic connection between technical and social change needs to be more fully recognised,even if
only to recognise the profound contradictions of all these programmes of technical
assistance for the lesser developed countries,which are constantlytorn between the
principal aim to modernise and integrate indigenous economies into an international
market,and the politically unpalatable social costs of this transformation.
Lastly,critics of the Green Revolution,and many historians of imperial science as
well,seem to view indigenous producers as the passive victims of an imported,narrowly
technicalapproach to problems of agricultural modernisation.Yet,Deborah Fitzgerald's
work on the effortsof the Rockefeller Foundation during the 1940sto improvethe agricultural productivity of Mexican farmers suggests that different groups of Mexicans
were actively engaged in the narrow construction of development programmes as
purely technical problems (32).The American scientists engaged by the Foundation
sought to export to Mexico the social as well as technical approach to agricultural
modernisation pioneered by the American Land Grant Universities during the first
decades of this century.Two important components of this approach were education
and extension.The Foundation chose not to become involved in thesetwo areas because
it was bound to be politically controversial,and in fact many Mexican officials were
opposed to any American involvement in primarily domestic,political matters.The
compromise between the American and Mexican positions was to focus on just the
most strictly technical aspects of programmes for modernisation,the production of
improved wheat and maize varieties.It is,then,worth asking whether the Community
Developmentprogrammes during the 1950swere not simply victims of a productionist
bias among scientists in external agencies for technical assistance,but also of local
governmentalconcernsabout the creation or stabilisation of independentfociof socioeconomic (and inevitably political)authority (33).This is certainly a problem today for
the French Office de la recherche scientifique et technique outre-meras it seeks to
promote the preservation of fisheries in Mali;maintaining local,customary regulation
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of fishing on the Niger runs counter to the political interests of a weak central government.The situation in the lesser developed countries must be treated in just the same
way as that in the metropoles by acknowledging the crucial importance of social hete
rogeneity and internal conflict,and not simply dismissing these countries' socioeconomic difficulties as a product of external domination (34).

CondUSion
This discussion,with all its criticism of the proponents of alternative,intermediate,
and appropriate technologies, is not intended as a defence of the statusquo.These
proponents have rightly suggested that one principal cause of the failure of the Green
Revolution was the problem-oriented,vertically integrated approach adopted by scientists supported by the various metropolitan agencies for technical and economic assistance to the lesser developed countries.As they point out, in so doing these scientists
lost sight of the possible repercussionsof their activities on the organisation of indigenous
rural life. There is n o w a concerted effort involving even the Consultative Group for
InternationalAgricultural Research to establish an approach that is more attuned to the
complex cultural and economic endowments of the indigenous societies. These are
interesting ambitions, but the point of the foregoing discussion has been to highlight
the presuppositions underlying the appropriate technology alternative,which in many
ways are not fundamentally dissimilar from those of mainstream governmental agencies.
By stressing the need for assisfance,even the proponentsof appropriate technologies
for development seem to assume that indigenous people are incapable of developing
even the low-inputtechnical innovationswhich they have proposed in conjunctionwith
the latter. More significantly,they seem to presume like these mainstream governmental agenciesthat there can be technical change to produce more food without altering indigenous social patterns. Yet,even a passing overview of the role played by technical innovation in the history of metropolitan agriculture,suggests that it has always
caused enormous social disruption: to paraphrase Bruno Latour, technical change, all
technical change,is a continuation of politics by another name (35).Admittedly,the pace
of socioeconomictransformationin the metropolis was sometimes slower than it has
been in the lesser developed countries,and was perhaps more open to local negotiation,but the problems it engendered do not seem so fundamentally different from
those in the lesser developed countries today.This problem is not limited to agriculture, for it is not at all obvious that current policies to control,for example,cancer or
heart disease in the metropolis are any less vertically integrated than any project in
tropical medicine. It seems that when North American and European scholars such as
myself examine what happened (andis still happening)in these lesser developed countries,w e are looking in a mirror. It befits us to realise this more fully. In so doing,w e
will be able (if w e so desire)to turn any lessonsw e might draw therefrom to some use
at home. There is a profoundly ethical point here: not coming to terms with this reflection and its implicit meaning,and seeking instead a special analytical framework to give
an accountof the colonial and postcolonialexperiences is to replicate the imperial relationship (36).W e would be simply telling the natives' peculiar, ofher story and thus
perpetuating the orientalist narrative (37).
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institute,1989).
37)See Edward W.Said, Orientalism: Western Conceptionsof the Orient /19781(London:Penguin,19911,
pp. 1-110.
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